How to search for decisions

This guide explains how to search for decisions published on the FOS website.

Locating the Decisions Search
If you haven’t already located the Decisions search form, begin by navigating to the
FOS website at www.fos.org.au. Select the ‘Resolving Disputes’ item in the main
menu and then ‘Search decisions’ as shown below.
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Getting to know the search form

Keyword and advanced
keyword search fields

Case number field

Date range fields

Advanced search filters

Search submit button

Results appear here
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Performing a search
To search for decisions, you must enter at least one:


keyword;



case number; or



date range

Using a combination of these will further narrow your search.
We recommend starting with a broad search and then narrowing it as needed.
Tip: Looking for a specific decision and know the case number? A search
using the case number field is the quickest way to find it.
There’s no need to complete every field in the form – doing so may restrict the pool
of results further than you intend. In most cases, entering 1-3 parameters will
generate relevant results.
When specifying a date range, you can either select the number for days / weeks /
months / years back from the current date or enter a specific date range in the fields
labelled ‘Date of decision’.
Please note: The date of decision is always at least 30 days prior to web publication.
Searches can also be made or refined using product line, product name, issue type
or issue filters. More about this under ‘Advanced search’ section below.
After clicking the ‘Search’ submit button, allow up to 1 minute for results to be
retrieved.
Tip: No results? Start with a broad date range (ie 3 years back from now).

Tip: No results? Try leaving the keyword field blank to search for all decisions
during a specific date range.

Tip: Searching for decisions made prior to January 2010? Be sure to tick the
checkbox labelled ‘Include decisions made under earlier Terms of Reference’
at the top of the search form.
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Using keywords effectively
Combining and excluding key words
By default, the ‘Keyword search’ looks for decisions containing any of the words
entered. To search for exact phrases, combine in other ways or exclude keywords,
click the ‘Advanced keyword search’ link below ‘Keyword search’ and use the
appropriate fields.
Please note: The ‘Keyword search’ field itself is not designed to accept operators
such as AND, OR, NOT etc. or inverted commas to designate a complete phrase.

Click this link to reveal advanced
keyword search options below

Names
Applicant or FSP names entered as key words won't generate relevant results, as
published decisions are de-identified.
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Advanced search
Advanced search filters allow you to refine results according to product line, category
or name, as well as issue type and issue. We recommend using advanced search
filters as a second step in your search, to refine a large number of results.
Only one option per filter may be selected for each search.
Product line – The broad product line the decisions you’re looking for fall under (i.e.
credit, general insurance, investments, etc).
Product category – The product category the decisions you’re looking for fall under
(i.e. margin loans, savings accounts, superannuation, etc).
Product name – The product name the decisions you’re looking for concern (i.e.
credit, motor vehicles, payment systems, etc).
Please note: You may need to scroll down to access all product name options. Some
options are repeated due to legacy decisions that remain in our database. If you wish
to refine to a repeated product name, select the first instance.
Issue type – The broad type of decision you’re looking for as determined by FOS
(i.e. advice, financial difficulty, etc).
Issue – The issue the decision was made about as determined by FOS (i.e. denial of
claim, incorrect advice, maladministration in lending etc).
As with general searches, allow up to 1 minute after clicking the ‘Search’ submit
button for results to be retrieved.

Tip: When searching for decisions relating to a product or issue, it often helps
to narrow results by entering a time period for the date of decisions you’re
interested in.

Tip: Leave the keyword field blank to search for all results during a specific
period and / or under a specific filter.
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Example – Searching for insurance decisions relating to fraud made during the
2014-15 financial year
Cameron is searching for insurance decisions relating to fraud made during the
2014-2015 financial year.
Cameron enters the word ‘fraud’ into the ‘Keyword search’ field.
Cameron selects the second radio button under ‘Date of decision’ and users the
calendar buttons to enter the dates from 01/07/2014 to 30/06/2015.
Cameron then looks at the options under the ‘Product line’ advanced search filter.
He selects ‘General Insurance’.

Cameron scrolls down and clicks the light blue button labelled ‘Search’.
After 25 seconds, around 150 results are returned.
Cameron knows that any decisions made in the past 30 days won’t be included in
the results because they have not been published on FOS’s website yet.
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Navigating and sharing results
When more than 10 results are returned, use the linked page numbers below them
to navigate through results.
Please note: A maximum of 500 results will be returned for any search and results
may take up to 1 minute to retrieve.
You can email a summary of one or more search results (including case number and
date of decision) to yourself or a contact by checking the ‘Email to…’ box for each
result you’d like to share and then clicking the ‘Email to a friend’ button at the bottom
of the results page as shown below.
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SUPPORTED WEB BROWSERS
All services on the FOS website have been designed and tested to be compatible
with the following browsers:


Internet Explorer versions 10 and 11 (most features also supported in IE9)



All recent releases of Chrome, Firefox and Safari

We recommend using the latest version of whichever browser you are using. If you
are not using one of the supported browsers listed above, features of some services
may not display or function properly.

ACCESSIBILITY
Decisions are published in Adobe Acrobat PDF format. Most browsers and devices
are able to display this format. A link to download the software required is also
provided at the bottom of the search form. If you’re experiencing difficulty opening or
reading decisions, contact us outlining your issue and the decision(s) requested so
we can provide the information you need in an alternative format.
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